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Updated and expanded for 2011, Cairo: The Practical Guide Maps includes all the principal areas of

metropolitan Cairo and Giza, including for the first time the major developing district of Shaykh

Zayed and 6th October City. The easy-to-use format and clear, uncluttered cartographic style make

finding where you want to go a pleasure. Each page overlaps with adjoining pages-no more lost

streets while turning the page! Indexes are provided for street names and places of interest, while

symbols highlight notable landmarks and useful locations. And all this information is packed into a

slim booklet of 88 pages-handy enough to take anywhere.
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Although this little book isn't interesting to everybody, it seems essential for people who are going to

spend much time in Cairo - or even a few days.I lived in Cairo for three years and was able to learn

the city fairly well. I didn't often get lost, but the maps that were available weren't adequate at that

time.This book is great! I can even find the obscure little Midan in front of the building where I lived

in Dokki. Most maps just draw a few street lines there, but this one has the correct details.I bought

the book because I like maps and wanted to "retrace my steps" in the areas I traveled around in,

especially those where I usually walked. It brought me home to Cairo again.Herbert L. Smith, author

of "Cairo: The Mother Of The World"

love this book, thin a little wider than a reg travel book, not pocket size, great detailed maps hotels,



major atractions noted on maps, just what i needed for a walk around cairo or in case your in a taxi

you can see where hes taking you! love it,

This book is more of a guide for people that are either moving to Cairo or will be staying for quite a

long time. There's information about schools, daycare, and all sorts of day to day things that when

you're simply traveling there you don't really need. So it's not the best book if you're just going as a

tourist.

This was a gift for my brother who was heading out for a vacation in Cairo. he loved it.

This Map of the city are missing a lot of street names and was totallyuseless. Many sections were

blank with not names at all. do not buy this map, I spent 2 weeks in Cairo on Business, I wonderhow

they had the nerve to print such a mess ! FLT

Few street names for old Cairo and unlike ITM Cairo map which shows more details.I had to return

this product for a refund.
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